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Art is a medium of expression  of  one’s  inner  most  feelings  and  sensitivity . The  peculiarity of  that expression is artistic creativity. 
Art  is an  aesthetic  object,  it ‘s meant  to be  looked  at and  appreciated  for  its intrinsic  value. 
 
Was born and brought up in the blessed city of Varanasi (Benaras) .A natural affinity  for  holy images, and the cultural, historical  and 
educational  milieu  became the  inspirational spring  for  my  art. My  love and concern  for nature is an intrinsic part of my personality 
and  these  were  the  recurrent motifs in my  earlier  landscape paintings.  
 
I ‘ve  completed  a course of “Art-Appreciation”, and  had  an Intensive Training  for  Conservation of Historical Glass and  Ceramic  
Objects, at the National  Museum ,N-Delhi. Diploma  in “Textile Design” from  International polytechnic of women in  New Delhi. A 
“graduate” in painting  from  the prestigious  Krishnamurthy  Foundation (affil.BHU),Varanasi, began my  career as a  Creative Artist 
–Designer in various  design/export  houses and  reputed firms  in  Delhi  even as i continued  working  on my paintings. 
 
Awards  and  recognitions  were  followed  by  The  art  committee  in  NY of UNICEF selected my  art work  for their greetings  
cards , the United  Nations  selected  my  work of art  for  poster and  souvenir  on  the International  Day for  Disabled person , Dec 3 
for  CAN(NGO),  Goethe institute  declared  my  sketch as the “Best cartoon of the Day” in  an  Open House  competition.  Received  
silver and  Bronze medals  for  Drawings at all  India  level .i ‘ve served and  called  as  Art and  Craft  judge  in  schools ,guest faculty  
for  professional  Design  inst. of  Fashion and  Interior and  ext. Examiner of women polytechnic   in Delhi  and  Varanasi   
 
Since 1997 , I had  solo  and  group  exhibitions  around  reputed  galleries/cultural centers  and  universities  of  Mumbai,  Delhi,  
Chandigarh,  Jodhpur , Patiala,  Shimla,  Jammu,  Pune,  Varanasi(India),  Moscow  & St.Petersburg  (Russia) , London (U.K.),  Kath-
mandu (Nepal),  Thimpu ( Bhutan),  Male (Maldives) and   Bangkok (Thailand). 
 
My  present  series as cityscape  attempts to capture different  places---big , small ,religious, modern, rich in history, soaked  in  tradi-
tion, lucky  to be regional  flag  bearers ---as heritage symbols.  My paintings are an offering of  gratitude  and  concern  for  their 
unique  character,  mood,  architectural  value, color .I feel  that i must capture in time  the  still-flowing  water bodies  which  deserve  
special  attention  lest  their  life-enabling  character  changes  for  the worst  and  we are  left  with concrete  jungles,  haphazardly  
developed  and  dirty  river  sites. 
 
 It was  fascinating  for me to find  and  then  juxtapose  the architectura l  form  of  each  historic  city with its river as a  reflection  of  
civilization  and  development.  That  is  why  I  have  created  a  combined   identity  of  each  of  the cities. This  led  to  a closer  gaze  
and  now  produced  a  collage  of  subtle  impressions,  of  several  cities, in  one combined  picture  space . This  approach  created  a 
unique  visual  identity  for  the  burgeoning  cities  of  modern  India  and  other  countries  I  have  visited  and  explored.  
 
The  idea  of  developing  these  art works  is  to show deep  thought, decoration, contemporary  style,  travel experience  and  desire  to  
protect t heritage  symbols  and  to  reinforce  the  myriad  beauty  of  the  land  as  I  have  seen  it.  I m   trying  to  blend  the  modern  
and  the  conventional  style  with  various  techniques, material and   application  of  colors.  I apply  different  color  strokes  as my  
language  and   tools  to show  the  culture, character  and  identity  of  the  city. So, for  instance,  gold  is  used  to  show  the  city’s  
richness,  its  past  ,its weighty  values.  Humbly,  I  wish  this work  evokes  empathy  for  those  who  gave  us  these monuments,  
their colors,  their  artistic  motifs,  structures and  their  stories  of  human  life…… 
 
The  paintings  try  to catch  the ever-changing,  kaleidoscopic  vibrancy  o f each  city—Cityscapes  that  tell  of  days bygone.. and  of  
today… with its hurly-burly,  the  sounds  and  smells  and  the  systematic   breathing,  heavy  or gentle… life’s  continuous  magic… 


